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Abstract 

 

The major histocompatibility complex (MHC) is a region of the human genome that is key to 

immune system function but sometimes refractory to genomic analyses due to extreme 

polymorphism and structural variation. We performed targeted long-read sequencing and de 

novo assembly of MHC to create 246 highly accurate, fully contiguous, and phased full-length 

sequences, mostly from data provided by the Human Pangenome Reference Consortium 

(HPRC). We identified alleles at high resolution across 39 loci including the class I and II HLA 

(human leukocyte antigen) genes, discovering 1,246 putative novel allele sequences. We 

identified copy number variation in the C4A and C4B genes and found significant linkage 

disequilibrium between C4A~C4B haplotypes and 14 MHC loci. We build our sequences into a 

novel “pan-MHC” reference graph, and we demonstrate that this improves the accuracy of 

short-read variant calling. Our haplotypes and graph contain significantly more population 

diversity than preexisting MHC sequences, thus improving the prospects for global health equity 

in this clinically important genomic region. 
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Introduction 

 

The major histocompatibility complex (MHC) is a gene-dense region on chromosome 6 of the 

human genome, with a length that is 3-5 Mb, depending on its definition, but varies among 

individuals1–4. It encompasses approximately 165 protein-coding genes, many of which are 

critical to immune system function, most notably the human leukocyte antigen (HLA) gene 

complex2. The main biological function of HLA genes is related to antigen presentation of self- 

and non-self-peptides to T cells5,6. HLA genes were first discovered via their central role in 

transplantation7 and have also long been appreciated for their role in pharmacogenomics8. More 

recently, genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have identified far more trait associations 

with the MHC than with any other genomic region, confirming its exceptional functional 

significance9–11. Thus MHC, including HLA, is an extremely promising candidate region for 

disease studies, biomarker discovery, and personalized medicine. 

 

Despite its clinical importance, accurate and broad characterization of MHC remains out of 

reach for most clinicians and researchers. Genes in the MHC region have high levels of 

sequence variation, structural variation (SV), and homology. Moreover, some genes feature 

extreme linkage disequilibrium (LD)12, which confounds the identification of causal variants13,14. 

The MHC region also contains many kinds of repetitive elements15, posing challenges to 

assembly and alignment methods. Most significantly, the MHC region is the most polymorphic 

part of the human genome, with an enormous number of alleles known and likely many more 

yet to be discovered, such that no single reference sequence comes close to properly 

representing it16,17. A particularly intractable area of the MHC is the one hosting C4A and C4B 

genes, which encode for C4 (complement component 4) proteins. C4A and C4B are clinically 

relevant18–20 and are known for their extensive copy number variation (CNV) and high levels of 

sequence identity21. The common practice of using static linear reference genomes creates 

reference bias in variant and allele calling for genes within the MHC region22. Reference bias is 

especially pronounced when studying non-European populations who are historically 

underrepresented in medical research and is thus a threat to health equity23. 

 

A comprehensive workflow for MHC genomic analysis would entail calling all alleles of all 

genes, phasing all alleles, discovering novel alleles if present, and identifying CNV in C4A and 

C4B, all at high enough throughput to handle large numbers of samples24. It should also identify 

non-coding variants, which play a major role in HLA gene regulation14,25. HLA genes, for 

instance, are generally genotyped by commercially available kits that do not always include all 

genes or achieve maximum resolution26. The IMGT/HLA database17, a public repository for 

known HLA allele sequences, can be used as a reference for HLA genotyping; however, a pre-

existent database of alleles might not always allow the discovery of new alleles, nor can it easily 

identify haplotypes or intergenic variation. Custom bioinformatic methods exist to discover novel 

HLA alleles using short reads27,28, but throughput and phasing remain challenging. To solve the 

problem of phasing, dense genotyping arrays have been used to construct large population-

specific reference panels and quantify LD29,30, but this approach is expensive and only 

applicable to one population at a time. 
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Long-read approaches to MHC analysis exploit the recent availability of long sequencing reads, 

such as from PacBio and Oxford Nanopore platforms. These reads are long enough to span 

entire HLA genes, capturing coding and non-coding variation and yielding phased full-length 

sequences of novel alleles31. They can even, with the aid of specialized bioinformatic methods, 

create complete, phased haploid MHC sequences32,33. Fully phased MHC sequences are 

invaluable resources because they can serve as references for imputation using short reads. 

Very few of these sequences exist today, to our knowledge, and they are mostly derived from 

individuals of European ancestry32, so are blinded to the great diversity of HLA alleles and 

haplotypes in non-European populations25,34–37. 

 

Pangenome reference graphs are gaining popularity as a method for systematically handling the 

diversity of human genomes23,38–40, and because no genomic region is more diverse than MHC, 

it is in particular need of a graph. Reference graphs are computational structures that encode 

multiple sequences in order to represent variation within a population41. Compared to traditional 

linear reference sequences, graphs provide superior read mapping and variant calling by 

reducing reference bias23,38,41. Many graph-based bioinformatics toolkits have been developed 

in recent years, including vg38, GRAF42, and ODGI43. Reference graph methods have also been 

optimized for the MHC region44,45 but these graphs, like other MHC resources, are limited by the 

small number of known MHC sequences. New methods are needed both to expand the scope 

of MHC region knowledge and to translate that knowledge into tools for variant and allele 

calling. 

 

Here we use long-read sequencing data to assemble complete, phased MHC sequences and 

construct an MHC reference graph. We apply our assembly method to 119 samples from the 

Human Pangenome Reference Consortium (HPRC)39,40 for which long reads are publicly 

available, as well as to four cell lines we processed using our novel wet-lab method for target 

enrichment and sequencing. In total, we assemble 246 fully phased MHC sequences, to our 

knowledge the largest collection to date, and we discover 1,246 alleles that are absent from the 

IMGT/HLA database. We integrate these haplotypes into a “pan-MHC” reference graph 

spanning diverse human populations, and we demonstrate the superiority of this graph for 

calling variants in MHC from short-read sequencing data. 

 

Results 

We created 246 highly accurate, fully contiguous, and phased full-length 

MHC sequences 

 

We sequenced the cell lines DBB, QBL, PGF, and HG00733 on a PacBio Sequel II instrument, 

using both whole-genome sequencing and targeted sequencing of MHC. For these samples, 

our targeted sequencing protocol achieved enrichment rates of as high as 94×, though rates of 
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around 30× were more common (Supp. Fig. 1), and average read lengths between 8.9 kb and 

15.7 kb. We then used these readsets to create fully contiguous assemblies of the MHC region 

(Fig. 1). Additionally, we downloaded 130 publicly available datasets of >30× PacBio coverage 

depth of cell lines sequenced by the HPRC40 and assembled their MHC regions (see Methods). 

Of these 130 samples, 11 (8.5%) failed to create fully contiguous diploid MHC assemblies, while 

the remaining 119 samples were assembled successfully and were used in further analysis 

(Supp. Table 1). These 119 samples plus the DBB, QBL, PGF, and HG00733 assemblies 

made a total of 123 de novo assemblies, and thus a total of 123 × 2 = 246 contiguous phased 

sequences (Table 1). We refer to these sequences as haplotigs. Nearly all haplotigs had 

notable local and structural variation relative to the reference MHC sequence in the GRCh38 

reference genome (Fig. 2). 

 

Haplotigs have a mean phase contiguity-50 of 1.66 Mbp, and 85% have no mismatches 

with read alignments 

 

Our ability to determine haplotype phase across the MHC region is limited by the length of our 

long reads and, relatedly, by long regions of homozygosity in an individual. To evaluate our 

assemblies’ phasing, we aligned each sample’s HiFi reads to the sample’s two haplotig 

sequences, where a relative drop in coverage depth of unambiguously aligning reads indicates 

a potential loss in phase contiguity (defined as contiguity of phasing without switch errors). We 

found that 83.6% of all assembled PFBs (polymorphic frozen blocks, regions of relatively high 

diversity and low recombination15,46) were fully phase-contiguous, 50.8% of assembled haplotigs 

(130/246) had all PFBs completely phased, and 6.9% (17/246) had complete phase contiguity 

across the entire haplotig (Supp. Fig. 2a). Haplotigs had a median of 4 regions of potential 

phase loss each, with mean and median phase loss region lengths of 48,028 and 6,559 bp 

respectively (Supp. Fig. 2c). To quantify the phase contiguity of our haplotigs, we define a new 

metric, phase contiguity-50 (PC50), analogous to N50 for sequence contiguity. PC50 is defined 

as the length X at which at least half the haplotigs’ bases are in phase contiguity with ≥X bases 

(see Methods for details). The mean of haplotig PC50 values across all 246 haplotigs was 1.66 

Mbp (megabase pairs) (Supp. Fig. 2b). 

 

We reasoned that phase loss was prone to occur within long stretches of homozygosity. We 

aligned each sample’s two haplotigs to each other and found that regions of potential phase 

loss indeed correlated with homozygous stretches: 73% of all phase loss regions and 94% of 

phase loss regions >5kb overlapped with a homozygous region >10kb (Supp. Fig. 3). Therefore 

nearly all of our breaks in phase contiguity are attributable to underlying MHC homozygosity. 

 

Our read alignments to haplotig sequences also allowed us to investigate our haplotigs for local 

misassemblies. For 84.6% of haplotigs (208/246), the high-quality aligning reads show no 

systematic mismatches (SMs). Of the remaining 38 haplotigs, 26 have only a single such 

mismatch over the entire ~3.5-Mb haplotig length, and only five haplotigs show evidence of 

significant misassembly (Supp. Fig. 2d). Four of these have over 10 SMs with a concentration 
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of 0.013-1.2 SMs per kilobase of contiguous sequence, and the final haplotig shows evidence of 

a phase switch occurring in a heterozygous region. 

 

Haplotigs have >99.999% sequence identity with HPRC assemblies 

 

We evaluated our assemblies for sequence and phasing accuracy by comparing them with 

whole-genome assemblies of some of the same samples recently published by HPRC40. The 

MHC region (when defined as GRCh38 region chr6:28,510,120-33,480,577) was found to be 

contiguous in 54.3% (25/46) of the HPRC diploid assemblies, compared to 89.2% (116/130) of 

our assemblies. We compared 18 diploid assembly pairs (those that could be matched with 

HPRC) in detail and observed a very high degree of sequence level identity (Fig. 3a). On 

average we observed 4 mismatches, including 3.6 gaps and 0.3 substitutions, per million bases, 

between matched haplotigs from HPRC and the current study - a sequence identity of 

99.9996%. The largest discrepancy was regarding phasing, for which we observe an average of 

0.1 phase switches per million bases. When we accounted for known loss of phase across long 

homozygous regions (regions larger than the average read length (Supp. Fig. 4)), we found 5 

remaining phase switches in >125 million total bases that were true discordances. 

 

We furthermore compared inspection of raw read alignments to our haplotigs and the HPRC 

haplotigs for the 18 matched samples. Nine of our haplotigs have SMs between reads and 

assemblies while eight HPRC haplotigs have similar SMs. For most haplotigs, the SMs counts 

are all very low (from 1-3 per haplotig for our assemblies and 1-2 for the HPRC assemblies), but 

one of the HPRC haplotigs shows evidence of significant misassembly (48 SMs over a 

sequence length of 17,672 bases) (Supp. Fig. 5). Overall, this leads to a significant-

misassembly rate of 2.0% (5/246 haplotigs) for our assemblies, compared with 2.8% (1/36 

haplotigs) for the HPRC assemblies. In summary, raw read alignments demonstrate that the 

structural quality of our assemblies meets that of the HPRC’s MHC-region assemblies. 

 

Our assemblies of DBB, QBL, and PGF are the most accurate to date 

 

The DBB, QBL, and PGF cell lines have had their MHC regions thoroughly characterized16,32, 

enabling us to perform an in-depth validation of our assembly performance. We compared our 

PGF assembly to the MHC region of GRCh38, which is derived from PGF47, and we compared 

our DBB and QBL assemblies to the assemblies generated by Houwaart et al.32. We replicated 

the known feature of high MHC homozygosity in these cell lines: sequence identity between the 

two haplotigs (throughout our defined MHC region) was 99.9997% for DBB, 99.9868% for QBL, 

and 99.9999% for PGF. Our assemblies also had high sequence identities with the existing 

assemblies: for PGF our assembly has 99.996% sequence identity with the MHC region of 

GRCh38; for DBB and QBL our assemblies have 99.97% sequence identity to their respective 

Houwaart et al. assemblies. To assess these differences between assemblies, we aligned 

external test readsets to them (see Methods). Using PacBio readsets of DBB and QBL, we 

found that the reads match our assemblies more closely than the Houwaart et al. assemblies 
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(sequence divergence of 0.09% vs. 0.13% for DBB and 0.15% vs. 0.19% for QBL) (Fig. 3b). 

Using Illumina readsets of DBB and QBL, we obtained sufficient coverage depth to call variants 

with DeepVariant48, which found several times as many errors in the Houwaart et al. assemblies 

as in our assemblies: 438 vs. 77 for DBB and 422 vs. 58 for QBL (Table 2). We applied this 

same analysis to PGF and identified 75 errors in our assembly and 75 in GRCh38, suggesting 

similar quality. In sum, external readsets suggest that our MHC assemblies of these cell lines 

are of similar or higher quality than any other publicly available assemblies. 

 

Identifying and discovering HLA alleles at maximum resolution 

 

Our fully contiguous MHC haplotigs contained all the necessary information to identify HLA 

alleles at maximum (four-field) resolution, which includes synonymous and noncoding variation; 

it also permits novel allele discovery and identification of phased haplotypes. We designed a 

custom tool to find allele sequences in the haplotigs and applied it to 39 loci in the IMGT/HLA 

database17. Across our 246 haplotigs, we made a total of 8,746 allele identifications (Table 1). 

Among these allele calls, 5,895 had sequences perfectly matching a sequence previously 

deposited in IMGT/HLA. Another 271 calls diverged from IMGT/HLA entries only by an A or T 

indel within a >10-bp homopolymer region; we discounted these sequences due to uncertainty 

in the accuracy of long homopolymers in PacBio sequencing. The remaining 2,580 allele calls 

are indicative of novel alleles (Supp. Fig. 6). To validate these novel allele calls, we performed 

a read alignment inspection (see Methods), which 2,570 (99.6%) passed (Supp. Fig. 7). We 

find substantial overlap in our novel allele calls: these 2,570 calls encompass only 1,246 unique 

sequences, which represent putative discoveries of alleles not known to the IMGT/HLA 

database (Supp. Table 2). Of these alleles, 494 (39.6%) involve coding sequence variation. 

Among the 11 particularly well-studied HLA loci covered by Thermo Fisher’s AllType kit26, we 

saw 271 putative novel allele sequences, of which 35 (12.9%) involve coding sequence 

variation (Supp. Fig. 8). 

 

We compared our allele calls to a set of HLA allele calls made by the PolyPheMe software37. 

PolyPheMe uses exome sequencing to call alleles at 2-field resolution (coding variants only) at 

five HLA loci: A, B, C, DRB1, and DQB1. Abi-Rached et al. used PolyPheMe to identify HLA 

alleles in 24 of the same cell lines we studied. Our results were concordant with PolyPheMe’s at 

2-field resolution for 228 of 230 allele calls that could be compared (99.1%) (Supp. Table 3). 

 

High-resolution insights into C4A~C4B haplotype structure 

 

Next, we sought to investigate the region that includes the C4A and C4B genes. These two 

genes play significant and functionally distinct roles49–51 yet share more than 99% sequence 

identity and exhibit extensive CNV across individuals and populations, which has confounded 

previous analyses18,52. At a sequence level, our haplotig assemblies contained 467 novel allele 

sequences in C4A and C4B (median 2 per haplotig). At a structural level, our haplotigs 
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contained multiple copies of C4A and C4B, in long and/or short isoforms (designated -L, -S) 

(Fig. 4a). The minimum observed number of copies of C4A and/or C4B was one (28 haplotigs), 

while the maximum was five (1 haplotig). We observed the C4A and C4B genes in the standard 

structure configuration C4A-L~C4B-L~C4A-S~C4B-S. For example, when C4A-S and C4B-S 

co-occurred on the same haplotype, C4B-S never preceded C4A-S, similar to previous 

observations18. 

 

For each sample, we called sample-level copy number (CN) for C4 by adding up the observed 

CN of all C4A and C4B loci on both haplotigs. To validate these calls, we downloaded 30× 

coverage depth of Illumina sequencing data of 112 of our samples from the International 

Genome Sample Resource (IGSR)53 and called C4A and C4B CNs using C4Investigator52. 

C4Investigator’s CN calls were concordant with ours for 106 of 112 samples (94.6%), and all 

discordant calls were different by only 1 CN (Supp. Table 4). Thus our CN calls in the 

C4A~C4B region successfully replicate read-depth-based methods. 

 

Apart from the set of five SNPs that distinguish the primary function of C4A and C4B proteins, 

another set of four SNPs in C4A and C4B defines the blood groups Rodgers (Rg) and Chido 

(Ch). These two SNP regions are separated by only 456 bp and are in tight LD. As a result, 

typically proteins encoded by C4A are characterized by the presence of Rg, while C4B proteins 

carry Ch52,54. C4A and C4B loci encoding for proteins C4recA-Ch and C4recB-Rg are 

considered recombinant. These recombinants were recently observed at high frequencies, 

especially in Africans52. We looked for such recombinants in our assembled haplotigs. Among 

our 240 haplotigs (excluding DBB, QBL, and PGF) we observed 10 haplotigs (4.2%) containing 

C4recA-Ch; 4 (1.7%) containing C4recB-Rg; and 2 (0.8%) containing novel C4A sequences that 

could not be easily classified as Rg or Ch (Fig. 4a; Table 3). Most haplotypes carrying 

recombinant genes presented a non-recombinant gene in the same haplotype; the only 

exception was a haplotype consisting of two C4recA-Ch, which appeared in five individuals, all 

of West African ancestry (Fig. 4a). 

 

To our knowledge, LD between C4A~C4B haplotypes and HLA alleles has never been tested at 

high resolution. With phased data in hand, we found significant LD between five C4A~C4B 

variants and alleles of 14 MHC loci (Fig. 4b; Supp. Table 5). Interestingly, the double-

recombinant C4recA-Ch~C4recA-Ch found in five West African individuals was in LD with HLA-

DRA*01:03 (D’= 1; r2 = 0.71). 

 

A “pan-MHC” reference graph 

 

We built our 240 MHC-region haplotigs into a “pan-MHC” reference graph, which, thanks to the 

diversity of HPRC, already represents more ancestral groups than previously reported (Fig. 5a; 

Table 4). The graph is able to produce base-resolved end-to-end alignment of our target 

regions, even in the most complex areas of C4 (Supp. Fig. 9). For comparison, we chose a 

control genomic region around HOXA (defined by the region chr7:25296538-29630479 on 

GRCh38) as a representative of a potentially non-polymorphic locus given its critical role in 
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development and conservation among species55. As expected, we were able to confirm that this 

control region has a relatively low rate of small and structural variation relative to MHC. We 

assembled 230 sequence-contiguous haplotigs in this control region and built these into a “pan-

HOXA” graph (Fig. 5b). The average MHC haplotig length (corresponding to the GRCh38 

region chr6:29,668,442-33,184,109) was 3.50 Mb, with a coefficient of variance (CV) of 2.0%, 

and the pan-MHC graph contained 10.3 Mb of sequence not represented in GRCh38. In 

contrast, for the region around HOXA, the CV of haplotig size was only 0.08%, and the pan-

HOXA graph contained only 92.3 kb of sequence not in GRCh38 (Fig. 5c; Table 1). This 

confirms the extreme polymorphism of MHC compared to the control region. 

 

The size and scope of our pan-MHC graph is heavily dependent on the number of haplotigs 

used to create it. To explore this dependence, we subsampled sets of haplotigs from our full set, 

built the subsets into pan-MHC graphs, and counted the nodes in these graphs. A graph’s total 

node count serves as a metric for its power to call small variants; similarly, its count of long-

sequence nodes (≥50 bp) is a metric for calling structural variants. We found that, for the pan-

MHC but not pan-HOXA graph, the node count continues to increase significantly with each 

added haplotig (Fig. 5d). 

 

We used our reference graph creation method to perform an additional validation of the small 

variants in our assemblies. We generated a pan-MHC graph using only the two haplotigs of a 

contiguous diploid assembly for HG001 generated with HiFi reads. Then we deconstructed this 

graph to yield a set of phased variant calls, relative to the GRCh38 chromosome 6 reference. 

Comparing these assembly-based calls to the NIST v4.2.1 high confidence calls showed a 

sensitivity of 0.9922, precision of 0.9940, and F1 score of 0.9931. 

 

Our pan-MHC reference graph outperforms GRCh38 for variant calling 

 

One of the most common applications of reference genomes is to align short-read datasets to 

them and call variants. Our pan-MHC graphs, in order to be usable as references, must be 

applicable for this task. To test this, we took a set of high-depth Illumina sequencing reads of 

HG001 and downsampled them to various depths from 1× to 95×. Then we aligned the 

downsampled readsets to our pan-MHC graphs using vg giraffe56, called variants using 

DeepVariant48, and compared the variant calls with high confidence HG001 variant callsets 

obtained from NIST (version 4.2.1). We found the best performance at 34× depth, with an 

average recall of 95.0%, precision of 99.2%, and F1 score of 97.1% (Fig. 6). For comparison, 

we performed the same analysis using a linear reference (GRCh38), aligning the same readsets 

with BWA-MEM57 and calling variants with DeepVariant. At all depth levels, the pan-MHC graph 

produced variant calls with equal or slightly higher F1 scores than the linear reference (Fig. 6). 

Thus our pan-MHC graph is not only serviceable for short-read alignment and variant calling, 

but actually more reliable than the state-of-the-art standard with a linear reference genome. 
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Discussion 

 

Our collection of 246 highly accurate, fully contiguous, and phased full-length MHC sequences 

is, to our knowledge, unprecedented in both scale and population diversity. Our 1,246 putative 

novel allele sequences represent a potentially large step forward in our understanding of HLA 

sequence variation, especially at less well studied loci. Even among the 11 particularly well-

studied HLA loci, we saw 271 putative novel allele sequences, of which 35 (12.9%) have coding 

sequence variants. Our pan-MHC reference graph based on 240 MHC haplotigs contains 10.3 

Mb of sequence not represented in GRCh38 (Fig. 5a; Table 1) and represents more ancestral 

groups than previously reported thanks to the diversity of HPRC (Table 4). We should note that 

several of the novel alleles may have been observed in previous studies but not added to the 

IMGT/HLA database, and that the sequences are considered provisional pending orthogonal 

validation or review. 

 

The pan-MHC graph is immediately applicable to genomic analyses in the MHC region, such as 

read alignment and variant calling. It can be used to impute MHC variants from existing short-

read datasets, even WGS datasets with depth as low as 20× (Fig. 6). It already surpasses 

standard linear reference-based approaches, and we anticipate that it will continue to improve 

with ongoing advancements in the development of graph-based alignment methods56,58. Our 

graph has the potential to help downstream analyses, such as GWAS fine-mapping10,13 and 

biomarker discovery11. 

 

Based on our comparative analysis, we find that our MHC assemblies of QBL and DBB are the 

most accurate to date (Fig. 3b; Table 2). For PGF we find that our assembly and the GRCh38 

assembly are of comparable accuracy, and we find numerous putative errors in the human 

reference genome that has been in use for nearly a decade59. Finally, comparing our 

assemblies to those of HPRC we find a very high degree of sequence identity (Fig. 3a). One 

point of emphasis related to our assembly method is its utilization of only a single data type, 

PacBio HiFi sequence reads. In contrast to the HPRC’s use of trios for haplotype phasing40, we 

rely on the length of PacBio reads to bridge stretches of homozygosity. The prevalence of such 

stretches of homozygosity in MHC is a likely reason for phase loss in our assemblies relative to 

the HPRC’s. We anticipate that our efforts to increase our read lengths might mitigate this 

problem. Overall, our custom workflow for the MHC achieves excellent sequence contiguity and 

confident phasing over multi megabase regions using HiFi reads alone. Together with our 

targeting methods, this opens the possibility of routinely sequencing, assembling, and phasing 

the full MHC. 

 

Our MHC haplotigs contain a large number of putative novel alleles and CNVs in the C4A~C4B 

region (Fig. 4a; Table 3). These observations suggest a large degree of previously unreported 

allelic diversity and population substructure in the C4A~C4B region. For instance, we show that 

some CNV of C4A and C4B are in LD with alleles of MHC genes, and that these haplotypes 

could be population-specific. In this way, our discoveries could help contextualize other 

research into C4 and add clinical value. For example, a previous study18 found that C4A and 
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C4B CNVs correlate with schizophrenia risk; in light of our new results, it is feasible that the 

causal risk variants are in fact other alleles of the MHC region. To systematize our 

understanding of C4, it may be necessary to develop a more detailed nomenclature and 

terminology for C4 alleles and haplotypes; we invite the research community to discuss these 

considerations. 

 

We expect the impact of the pan-MHC reference and graph to continue to grow with the number 

of available sequences and represented populations. Some of our analyses, such as our 

measurement of LD in C4 (Fig. 4b), were hamstrung by our relatively small sample size. 

Furthermore, even after this study, the diversity of the MHC region remains unrepresented in 

many human populations. Note that we could easily apply our method to assemble more 

sequence-contiguous MHC haplotigs, either by sequencing more cell lines or as more high-

depth long-read sequencing datasets like HPRC’s become available. We have shown that the 

size of our MHC haplotig collection, significantly larger than preexisting collections, translates to 

greater capacity for variant calling (Fig. 5d), and this capacity would likely continue to grow if 

more MHC haplotypes were added. If the new haplotypes were to come from diverse 

populations, such as those being sequenced by the HPRC40, they would translate directly into 

an improved capacity for genomic analyses in these populations. This would benefit worldwide 

health equity, on account of the high clinical significance of MHC variation. 

 

Lastly, we note that there are other human genomic regions beyond MHC that also contain 

clinically significant immune genes and are difficult to assemble, notably the killer-cell 

immunoglobulin-like receptor (KIR) region on chromosome 1960–63, the natural killer cell (NKC) 

region on chromosome 1264, and the immunoglobulin heavy chain (IGH) locus on chromosome 

1463. While this study describes the work we performed around MHC, our platform is general 

and our target enrichment methods could readily be applied to any genomic region. We plan to 

target our method to other regions with clinical importance and sequence enough haplotigs of 

each region to create a true pan-immunogenome reference. 
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Figures 

Figure 1: Overview of experimental setup 

 
We subjected four cell lines to targeted enrichment of the MHC region and PacBio HiFi 
sequencing. Additionally, we downloaded whole-genome PacBio HiFi reads from 119 cell lines 
generated by the HPRC40 and selected their MHC-region reads. We assembled each of these 
123 samples’ MHC-targeted readsets into diploid, fully sequence-contiguous MHC haplotigs. 
We called the alleles and copy numbers of MHC loci directly from the assembled sequence. We 
also built the haplotigs into our flagship pan-MHC graph, and we leveraged this extensive graph 
for use in a graph-based short-read variant calling tool. Validation methods included: internal 
quality controls; comparison of 21 of the cell lines’ assemblies with GRCh38 and with published 
assemblies from HPRC and Houwaart et al.32; comparison of 24 samples’ HLA allele calls and 
112 samples’ C4 copy number calls with output from state-of-the-art external tools37,52; and 
comparison of short-read variant calls for 1 sample with ground truth variant calls published by 
NIST. 
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Figure 2: Sequence contiguity of haplotigs and their variance from 

reference and each other 

 

The upper panel shows our two contiguous HG00733 haplotigs 1 (blue, lower bar) and 2 
(orange, upper bar) and their large structural variation against the GRCh38 reference sequence. 
Purple and red wedges show regions of large (≥1kb) deletions and insertions, respectively, from 
the reference. The lower two panels expand the region of the alpha polymorphic frozen block for 
haplotigs 1 (lower, blue) and 2 (upper, orange), where the upper panel segment shows HiFi 
read depth across the region, with mean depth in maroon. The identified gene locations and 
their called alleles are shown below, with locations of point mismatches and indels between the 
haplotig sequence and the IMGT/HLA17 allele database sequence marked in pink and green, 
respectively. 
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Figure 3: Assembly sequence validation 

 

a. Comparison of our assemblies to the MHC regions of whole-genome assemblies from 
HPRC40, performed by haplotig-to-haplotig alignment of 18 matched samples. Total mismatches 
includes both substitutions as well as insertions and deletions (indels). Indels are counted in 
units of gap openings. Phase switches are identified as regions where the sequence of our 
haplotig 1 switches from resembling HPRC’s haplotig 1 better to resembling HPRC’s haplotig 2 
better and vice versa. Apart from phase switches, we did not observe any structural differences. 
b. Comparison of the quality of our DBB and QBL assemblies to external assemblies from 

Houwaart et al.32, using alignments of PacBio reads. We took PacBio readsets not used in the 

creation of either assembly, and aligned them to each assembly using minimap265. To highlight 

differences between the assemblies, we retained only alignments which overlapped positions 

where our assembly differs from the external one. y-axis: percent identity of the alignments. 
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Figure 4: C4A~C4B structure and CNVs in our assemblies 

 

a. All C4 haplotype groups discovered in our 240 MHC haplotigs (PGF, QBL, and DBB were 
excluded in this analysis). C4A genes are shown in red and C4B in blue, with darker color 
indicating a long allele and lighter color indicating a short allele. Unshaded boxes indicate the 
expected blood group match, i.e., Rodgers (Rg) for C4A and Chido (Ch) for C4B; dotted 
hatching indicates recombinant blood groups, and other hatch patterns indicate other variants. 
Novel alleles, which we name here, include alt1, which has a single variant in a C4A-defining 
base position, and alt2 and alt3, which have variants in the blood group-defining base positions. 
b. Linkage disequilibrium (LD) events involving C4. The bottom row with orange boxes shows 
genomic loci in the MHC region. The five upper bars show statistically significant LD events (p < 
10-14) between C4 CNVs and the indicated allele (Supp. Table 5). Squares indicate LD r2 values 
(grey shade) and D’ values (number), and the allele names below the squares show the alleles 
in LD. 

  
a 
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Figure 5: Building a pan-MHC graph 

 

a. Bandage66 plot showing the pan-MHC graph. Clearly visible to the right is the delta 

polymorphic frozen block, which demonstrates significant structural diversity across assemblies. 

The C4 region is also noted, where there are several combinations of C4A and C4B long/short 

and CNVs. 

b. Bandage plot for the pan-HOXA graph, showing very little structural diversity relative to the 
similarly-sized MHC graph. 
c. Boxplot of haplotig lengths from the MHC (orange) and HOXA (blue) regions. Within each 
group, the haplotigs’ sequence lengths are normalized to the median length of the group. 
d. Pan-MHC graph size as a function of the number of haplotig sequences used to build it. Each 

point represents an average of ten pan-MHC graphs created from random subsets of the 240 

(MHC) or 230 (HOXA) haplotigs. Left: Number of graph nodes per Mbp. Right: Number of graph 

nodes containing ≥50 bp of sequence per Mbp. The vertical dotted line represents the number 

of haplotypes released by the HPRC in Liao et al.40 
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Figure 6: Pan-MHC graph outperforms linear reference genome 
for variant calling 

 
Alignment of short reads to our pan-MHC graph (orange), in comparison with a standard 
approach using alignment to a linear reference genome with BWA-MEM57 (blue), produces 
improved variant calling F1 scores across a range of input depths. x-axis: downsampled short-
read coverage depth of HG001. y-axis: variant calling F1 scores. Each data point represents a 
mean and standard deviation of 1-5 independent downsampling experiments. 
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Tables 
 

Table 1: Summary statistics of haplotigs and graphs 

 

Statistic MHC HOXA 

Number of haplotigs input to graph 240 230 

Total length of haplotigs input 844 Mb 997 Mb 

Mean length of haplotigs input 3.52 Mb 4.33 Mb 

Bp alt sequence per 1 Mb input sequence 12,227 93 

N nodes in graph, per 1 Mb input sequence 123 48 

N long nodes (≥50 bp) in graph, per 1 Mb input sequence 2.0 0.1 

GC content of alt sequence 0.424 0.432 

Number of loci at which alleles are called 39 N/A 

Number of total observed instances of these loci 8,746 N/A 

Number of observed instances of novel alleles 2,580 N/A 

Number of distinct novel allele sequences 1,246 N/A 
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Table 2: Estimates of assembly error rates from short-read 
alignments 

 
We aligned short reads to all assemblies and called variants with DeepVariant48. We defined 
“errors” as variant calls that were either homozygous or compound heterozygous. 
 

 Number of errors found using short reads 

Cell line Our assembly External assembly 

DBB 77 438 

QBL 58 422 

PGF 75 75 
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Table 3: Counts of C4 allele types on our 240 haplotigs 

 

The column “Total allele CN” tallies the total number of times that allele appears on any 
haplotig, including multiple appearances on one haplotig. The second column, “Number of 
haplotigs”, tallies the number of haplotigs on which the allele appears. 
 

Allele Total allele CN Number of haplotigs 

C4A-L 229 213 

C4B-L 73 66 

C4B-S 145 137 

C4A-S 11 9 

C4recA-Ch-L 8 8 

C4A-L alt1 2 2 

C4recA-Ch-S 7 7 

C4recB-Rg-L 4 4 

C4A-?-L alt2 1 1 

C4A-?-L alt3 1 1 
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Table 4: Superpopulation representation in our pan-MHC graph 

 

Superpopulation Number of haplotypes 

African 72 

American 68 

East Asian 44 

European 12 

South Asian 42 

Admixed 2 
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Supplementary Figures 
 

Supplementary Figure 1: Enrichment of MHC region 

 

Coverage depth plot of the MHC region of an MHC-enriched PacBio sequencing library of the 
PGF cell line, which achieved 93.7× enrichment (see Methods). Since this coverage plot is 
based on alignments of reads to GRCh38, and since MHC in GRCh38 is constructed from this 
individual (PGF), this depth plot provides an especially faithful representation of the depth, 
unaffected by reference bias. 
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Supplementary Figure 2: Inspection of our assembled haplotigs 

 
a. Histogram showing the count of haplotigs (y-axis) having a given number of regions of 
potential phase loss per haplotig (x-axis), across 246 haplotigs. 
b. Box- and scatterplot showing PC50 values in bp. Each point represents one of our 246 
assembled haplotigs; scatterplot represents exact PC50 values for each haplotig, with the 1st, 
2nd, and 3rd quartiles shown in the boxplot. The horizontal blue line shows the mean value 
across haplotigs. 
c. Box- and scatterplot showing lengths of regions of potential phase loss in bp. Each point 
represents one of our 246 assembled haplotigs, with horizontal pink line showing the mean 
value across haplotigs. 
d. Box- and scatterplot showing the number of mismatches per haplotig (y-axis) having a given 

number of systematic mismatches (SMs, ≥51% of high-quality best-match aligning reads) 

across 246 haplotigs. Inset, orange-outlined histogram shows the distribution of the same data 

for only the 242 haplotigs with <10 SMs: count of haplotigs (y-axis) having a given number of 

mismatches per haplotig (x-axis). 
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Supplementary Figure 3: Phase loss correlates with homozygosity 

a. Length distribution of phase loss regions, as identified by a drop in coverage depth of 
unambiguously aligning reads. Red: phase loss regions that do not overlap a homozygous 
region. Blue: phase loss regions that overlap a homozygous region. 
b. Histogram of the length distribution of homozygous regions, as identified by aligning the two 
haplotigs to each other. Colors are as in a. 
c. Scatterplot of the phase loss regions that overlap with a homozygous region. The respective 
lengths are plotted against each other. 
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Supplementary Figure 4: Phase switches in HPRC assembly 
comparison 

Homozygous regions larger than the typical read length are prone to phase loss which could 
give rise to a phase switch. The figure shows the alignments of our haplotigs to HPRC’s MHC 
haplotigs for two samples. The top panel in each figure shows the query sequences (q1, q2, q3, 
...) taken from our haplotigs and the bottom track panel shows the alignments of these to 
HPRC’s haplotig 2 and 1 respectively. Indel and substitution mismatches are indicated as well 
as homozygous regions. 
a. The alignments reveal a phase switch around position 2.5Mb: here our haplotig 1 switches 
from resembling HPRC’s haplotig 1 better to resembling HPRC’s haplotig2 better and vice 
versa. The phase switch coincides with a short (<20kb) homozygous region. 
b. The alignments reveal as many as 7 phase switches, each of which coincides with a larger 
(>20kb) homozygous region. 
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Supplementary Figure 5: Assessment of our assemblies vs. 
HPRC assemblies 

 
a. Box- and scatterplot showing number of mismatches per haplotig, with 36 HPRC assemblies 
in blue (left) and our 36 assemblies for the same 18 cell lines in orange (right). Each point 
represents one haplotig; scatterplot shows the number of mismatches for that haplotig. 
b. Coverage depth and mutations for the region of significant misassembly in HPRC-assemblied 
haplotig HG02486.2, which is the outlier point in subfigure a. The top panel shows coverage 
(blue line) and mean coverage (yellow line) of best-match high-quality HiFi read alignments to 
the haplotig; dropping coverage indicates that read alignment quality becomes very poor to the 
right end of the region. The middle and bottom panels show points at which HiFi reads have 
either a mismatch or indel, respectively, relative to the haplotig sequence; the height of a line at 
a given position is proportional to the relative number of disagreeing reads, and the full-height 
lines indicate that every read disagrees with the haplotig at a given position. 
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Supplementary Figure 6: Novel allele distribution across haplotigs 

Box- and scatterplot showing number of novel alleles called per haplotig. Each point represents 
one of our 246 assembled haplotigs; scatterplot shows the number of novel alleles called for 
that haplotig, with the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd quartiles shown in the boxplot. 
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Supplementary Figure 7: Examples of failed novel allele 
inspections 

a. A putatively novel HLA-L allele for haplotig HG03834.2, has two variants, a mismatch and an 
indel, called against the database sequence for L*01:01:01:01 in the same positions where local 
point misassemblies are observed (around position 582,500). 
b. A putatively novel HLA-P allele for haplotig HG04199.1 has HiFi read depth that is too low for 
confidence in the allele call. 
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Supplementary Figure 8: Frequency of novel alleles by locus 

 
Barplot showing the number of times a variant was called against the IMGT/HLA allele 

database17, separated by locus. The classical HLA loci, which are relatively well characterized 

and are typically captured in HLA typing kits26, are shown in orange. 
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Supplementary Figure 9: Graph deconstruction in C4 region in 

AnchorWave-Cactus vs. Minigraph-Cactus 

a. Structural variant calls from the deconstructed Minigraph-Cactus graph (blue) vs. the 
AnchorWave-Cactus graph. Deletions relative to reference are shown as continuous horizontal 
lines. Insertion start positions are shown with a + along with the length of the insertion. The 
Minigraph-Cactus graph has no clear full C4A or C4B deletions and multiple unexpected 
deletions and insertions, while the AnchorWave-Cactus graph properly shows a whole-gene 
deletion and ‘short’ C4A and C4B genes. 
b. Comparison with a single sample (HG00733) in the same region shows the expected C4 

copy-count in the AnchorWave-Cactus graph vs. an unexpected C4A+C4B hybrid in the 

Minigraph-Cactus graph. 
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Methods 

 

In all analyses involving the human reference genome, we used version GRCh38.p12. 

 

Library preparation and sequencing. We purchased the cell lines DBB, QBL, PGF, and 

HG00733 from Coriell Institute or Sigma Aldrich and cultured them at the Cell Culture Facility at 

UC Berkeley. We embedded the cells in agarose plugs and subjected them to Base5 Genomics’ 

proprietary enrichment protocol, including Cas9-based methods, to target the MHC region. We 

used the enriched high molecular weight DNA to prepare SMRTBell libraries and sequenced 

them and whole-genome libraries using Pacific Biosciences’ Sequel II instrument, creating HiFi 

sequence reads. 

 

Pre-processing pipeline. To calculate metrics like coverage and enrichment, and prepare 

reads for our assembly pipeline, we first ran those reads through a read pre-processing pipeline. 

We aligned reads with minimap265 version 2.2x (with parameters -N 10 -p 0.1 --mask-

level=0.5 -O5 -E2 -A1 -B3) to GRCh38. These alignments were used as the input to the 

assembly pipeline. To continue on with the read processing pipeline, we extracted from these 
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alignments all reads that aligned to the MHC portion of chromosome 6 or any of the MHC 

alternates. We then realigned those reads (using minimap265 with the same parameters as 

before) to a reference that was GRCh38 but with all alternates removed. We then ran 

samtools depth (parameters -a -r) on those alignments, choosing as a region the MHC 

portion of chromosome 6. Importantly, the samtools depth command only considers primary 

alignments, thus preventing it from overestimating coverage in the region. From the result of 

that depth calculation, we obtained and plotted coverage in the MHC, averaging the coverage in 

60kb bins to improve the plots’ legibility. We calculated enrichment as the coverage in the 

targeted region divided by the average coverage across the entire genome. We estimated 

average coverage across the entire genome as total read length divided by total genome length. 

 

Sourcing publicly available read datasets for creating assemblies. We selected publicly 

available PacBio WGS datasets from NCBI Sequence Read Archive 

(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra/). We applied the following search filters: Organism = Homo 

sapiens; Access = Public; Platform = PacBio SMRT; instrument = Sequel II; Strategy = 

Genome. We further filtered the search result as follows: Total Bases ≥ 90,000,000,000; 

Submitter = “UCSC GI” or “University of California, Santa Cruz”. For each of the samples 

passing these filters, we downloaded a set of reads for this sample in fastq.gz format. Some 

datasets could not be downloaded due to unspecified server problems. We ultimately 

downloaded reads for a total of 131 samples. 

 

Diploid assembly overview. We developed a targeted diploid assembly workflow (Fig. 1), 

which produces highly contiguous and often fully phase-resolved targeted assemblies. This 

workflow incorporates multiple assembly steps that iteratively separate reads into groups 

corresponding to their respective haplotypes. We also developed a method of information 

injection, where reference sequences (e.g., GRCh38 chr6, ALT contigs, etc.) and a primary 

haploid assembly provide the initial scaffold that allows a preliminary diploid assembly to be 

scaffolded based on phase. Briefly, we generate a primary haploid assembly with Canu67, from 

which we call variants with PEPPER-DeepVariant68, phase them with WhatsHap69, and then use 

this assembly to tag reads for secondary assembly with Canu67 and hifiasm70. 

 

Allele calling. We called alleles at a total of 39 loci, including 35 HLA loci (HLA-A, HLA-B, HLA-

C, HLA-E, HLA-F, HLA-G, HLA-H, HLA-J, HLA-K, HLA-L, HLA-N, HLA-P, HLA-S, HLA-T, HLA-

U, HLA-V, HLA-W, HLA-Y, HLA-DMA, HLA-DMB, HLA-DOA, HLA-DOB, HLA-DPA1, HLA-

DPA2, HLA-DPB1, HLA-DPB2, HLA-DQA1, HLA-DQA2, HLA-DQB1, HLA-DQB2, HLA-DRA, 

HLA-DRB1, HLA-DRB3, HLA-DRB4, HLA-DRB5) and 4 non-HLA loci (MICA, MICB, TAP1, 

TAP2). This list was based on filtering the IMGT/HLA database17 for non-partial alleles with full 

gene sequences available. We called alleles in the C4A and C4B region using a separate 

process (see below). 

 

Contiguous assemblies allow spatial annotation of allele calls, i.e., exact delineation of the 

relative positions of genes and alleles. The problem of spatial allele calling is relatively 

straightforward, but it is not trivial. Genes in the MHC region have considerable sequence 

homology with one another and among their alleles, confounding the identification of 
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sequences. Furthermore, we found that many assemblies contained genes without a perfect 

allele match in the database, necessitating a method to select a ‘best fit’ allele along with 

variations relative to that best match. To address these challenges, we developed a novel 

method for annotating diploid assemblies with high-confidence allele calls and precise 

assembly-oriented boundaries. We first aligned allele sequences sourced from the IMGT/HLA 

database17 version 3.53 to the diploid assembly using minimap265. Next, we consider each 

output alignment which provides a candidate gene, allele, query length, query start, query end, 

reference start, reference end, and several parameters encoding alignment quality and the long-

form cs string. We also calculated identity I as the quotient of fields 10 (number of matches) and 

11 (alignment length) and coverage depth C as the quotient of query alignment length and the 

total query length. In this context, the reference is the diploid assembly haplotig and the query is 

a specific allele corresponding to a gene in MHC (e.g., HLA-B, HLA-A, MICA). 

 

We determined “best fit” allele calls by solving the following Integer Linear Programming (ILP) 

problem, which seeks to maximize the total weighted identity and coverage of all alleles subject 

to some basic constraints: 

Maximize: ∑𝑛
𝑗=1 𝐼𝑗 

where j = 1…n are the alignments and Ij are their sequence identities 

 

subject to: 

1. Genes may not be selected more than a set copy number. 

2. Allele positions must be mutually exclusive, such that their alignments do not overlap 

 

We output allele calls into VCF files, then post-processed them to provide the arrangement of 

allele calls and boundaries on each haplotig in the assembly. We also annotated allele calls with 

small variant calls relative to the allele sequence, which are used to denote novel allele 

candidates. 

 

Inspection and validation of assemblies. We ran a number of experiments to assess the 

quality of our diploid assembly sequences and our novel allele calls. For each of the 123 

samples, we aligned the MHC-region selected reads to the sample’s two assembled haplotigs 

with minimap265 using parameters -x map-hifi --cs. We filtered alignments for length >500 

bp and % identity with the assembled sequence >99%, where % identity is the percent of 

identical positions between the read and the assembly to which it is aligned, divided by the 

length of the alignment. For each remaining read, we chose one or more “best” alignments by 

first selecting those where the length was ≥95% of the read’s longest alignment or the alignment 

was not a partial alignment only, and then accepting all alignments with the lowest # of 

sequence mismatches against the assembly. We labeled reads with multiple equally good 

alignments as ambiguously-aligning, and we labeled those with a single best alignment 

unambiguously-aligning. 

 

We then performed the following 5 assessments for each haplotig individually, as well as for its 

5 polymorphic frozen blocks (PFBs) and for all alleles called with variants against the IMGT/HLA 

database sequence. First, we examined reads with point mismatches against the assembled 
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sequence. We marked haplotig sequence positions where at least 51% of reads had a different 

base as having a potentially incorrect base, termed systematic mismatches (SMs). Secondly, 

we tested whether these potential mismatch positions clustered together in a region of high 

mismatch density, where a cluster of incorrectly called bases is indicative of misassembly. 

Thirdly, we checked overall read depth across the length of the haplotig or haplotig sub-region; 

we flagged areas with depth dipping below either 30% of mean region depth or 3 reads, 

whichever was larger. We additionally flagged assembled haplotigs or haplotig sub-regions with 

more than 5% of the region length falling under the low depth threshold defined in the previous 

sentence. Finally, we checked for regions of potential phase loss by looking at the unambiguous 

read alignments to each haplotig. In regions of homozygosity, reads cannot align 

unambiguously and so there are local dips in unambiguously aligning read depth; we flagged 

these for potential phase loss. As another method to identify potential phase loss, we identified 

homozygous regions directly by aligning the two haplotigs in an assembly to each other and 

finding >10kb (kilobase) identical regions. To guarantee that all homozygous regions are found 

we used alignments of a 100kb sliding window along one haplotig to the full length sequence of 

the other haplotig. 

 

Definition of PC50. We define a new metric, phase contiguity 50 (PC50), which we base on the 

sequence contiguity metric N50. PC50 is defined as the length X at which at least half the 

haplotigs’ bases are in phase contiguity with ≥X bases. To calculate X, we first identify phase-

contiguous segments within each fully sequence-contiguous haplotig. These fall into two 

categories: 1) each “phased region” across which there are over 3 high-quality, unambiguously-

located best-match read alignments; and 2) the “potential phase-loss regions,” with less than 3 

unambiguous best-match read alignments that link the phased regions. In this way, the entire 

haplotig is segmented into alternating phased heterozygous and potentially homozygous 

regions, each of which is confidently phase-contiguous within its boundaries. X is found for a 

given haplotig by determining the smallest subset of phase-contiguous segments that cover half 

of the haplotig length, then setting X to be the length of the shortest segment in this subset. 

Note that each heterozygous region is fully in phase with its neighboring homozygous regions, 

and separating these regions generates conservatively low phase-contiguous region lengths. 

 

External assemblies used in validation. We used the following publicly available existing 

MHC assemblies for comparison: 

● PGF: The MHC region extracted from chr6 of GRCh3847. 

● QBL and DBB: Houwaart et al.32 

● HPRC samples: The MHC region, defined as GRCh38 chr6 position 28510120-

33480577 was found to be contiguous in 25 out of 46 diploid HPRC40 samples. We 

selected 18 of those samples to compare with our assemblies in this publication. 

For all samples we restricted the comparison to the ~3.5Mb region, defined by chr6:29,668,442-

33,184,109 on GRCh38, that falls within our targeted region (Supp. Fig. 1). For PGF, QBL, and 

DBB, the external assemblies have only one haplotig and comparison is done by alignment of 

our haplotigs to the external haplotigs with minimap265. For the HPRC samples where both our 

assemblies as well as the external assemblies are diploid the comparison is complicated by 

occasional phase switches. We addressed this by first identifying phase switches using 
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alignments of a 100kb sliding window along our haplotigs to find regions where the sequence of 

our haplotig 1 switches from resembling HPRC’s haplotig 1 better to resembling HPRC’s 

haplotig 2 better and vice versa. Further sequence identity comparison was then done by locally 

excluding the phase switch regions. This reduced the comparable sequence to 96% of the 

haplotig length on average. Finally, we used the self-alignment method described earlier to 

identify larger homozygous regions (>15kb). 

 

DBB/QBL/PGF comparison vs. external assemblies. We aligned to the assemblies using the 

following readsets from SRA: 

● DBB: SRX19214161 (PacBio), ERX525931 (Illumina) 

● QBL: SRX19214164 (PacBio), ERX525979 (Illumina) 

● PGF: ERX525976 (Illumina) 

We chose to use only one haplotig from each of our diploid MHC assemblies in order to make 

the comparison even (since the external MHC assemblies only have one haplotig), and also 

because the two haplotigs each of our diploid MHC assemblies are much more similar to each 

other than either is to the haplotig from the external MHC assembly. We also clipped the 

external MHC assemblies to ensure that they span the exact same portion of chr6 as our MHC 

assemblies. For each cell line, we constructed a full reference genome by patching the 

assembly into chr6 of GRCh38 and excluding alt contigs. We aligned short reads to these 

references with BWA-MEM57 (version 0.7.17), then used these alignments to call variants with 

DeepVariant48. 

 

C4A and C4B allele calling and nomenclature. C4A and C4B gene sequences differ in three 

key ways: (1) whether they are isotype A or B; (2) whether they code for proteins that produce 

blood group Rodgers (Rg) or Chido (Ch); and (3) whether they are long form or short form. A/B 

and Rg/Ch are distinguished based on sets of SNPs while long/short are distinguished based on 

the length of the gene, as follows: 

1. There is a 17bp region on C4A/C4B which, by definition, has seq-A 

'CCTGTCCAGTGTTAGAC' on C4A and has seq-B 'TCTCTCCAGTGATACAT' on C4B. 

There are 5 SNP differences between these sequences. This region begins at position 

7667 if the gene is short form, or position 14027 if the gene is long form. We call an 

allele A if it contains seq-A exactly once and does not contain seq-B. Conversely, we call 

an allele B if it contains the seq-B exactly once and does not contain seq-A. 

2. Occurring 456 bp downstream, at position 8123 if short form or 14483 if long form, is a 

16bp region which, by definition, has seq-Rg 'GCCTGTGGACCTGCTC' for blood group 

Rg and seq-Ch 'CCCTGCGGACCTGCGG' for blood group Ch. There are 4 SNP 

differences between these sequences. We call alleles as Rg or Ch using the same logic 

as above. 

3. C4 alleles come in long form (21kb) or short form (14.6kb). The long form's extra length 

comes from an endogenous retroviral sequence that has integrated into intron 971. We 

determined long versus short at the same time we initially located these alleles on the 

haplotigs, by using minimap265 to align both long and short forms of the gene to the 

haplotig. Consistently, either the long form had >99% identity and the short form had 
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<70% identity, or vice versa; therefore this method uniquely located and identified the 

form of every C4 allele. 

 

As A typically is associated with blood group Rg, we denote an allele that has both as simply 

C4A. As B typically is associated with blood group Ch, we denote an allele that has both as 

simply C4B. We denote A co-occurring with Ch as C4recA-Ch where “rec” stands for 

“recombinant”. Similarly we denote B co-occurring with Rg as C4recB-Rg. To indicate long or 

short isoform, we append “-L” or “-S” to the name, for example, C4A-L. 

 

There were some rare cases in which the above rules could not be cleanly applied. In these 

cases we applied the following nomenclature: 

● Twice we observe an allele that is clearly “L” and clearly Rg, but is not an exact match to 

either A or B. It has a sequence 'GCTGTCCAGTGTTAGAC'. Since this sequence differs 

from seq-A by only one base (the first base, which on seq-A is ‘C’), a base which does 

not match seq-B either (which has ‘T’ as a first base), we call this allele as an alternate 

of A, in this study referred to as C4A-L alt1. 

● Once, we observe an allele that is clearly A and clearly “L”, but is not an exact match to 

either Rg or Ch. It has a sequence 'GCCTGTGGACCTGCGG'. We denote this allele 

C4A-?-L alt2. 

● Once, we observe an allele that is clearly A and clearly “L”, but is not an exact match to 

either Rg or Ch, in a different way from the previously described allele. It has a 

sequence 'GCCTGCGGACCTGCTC'. We denote this allele C4A-?-L alt3. 

 

To address the possibility that HiFi reads might not be long enough to fully resolve tandem 

duplicate copies of C4A~C4B that exceed two in a row, we used depth of coverage along the 

C4A~C4B region to infer additional copies of the same gene. 

 

Linkage disequilibrium (LD) between C4A~C4B and other genes within the MHC. We 

tested the LD between the CNVs of the C4A~C4B region and the 39 MHC loci. We used 

Arlequin72 (version 3.5.2.2) to compute D’ and r2 coefficients, and to test the significance of the 

exact test of LD between alleles utilizing a Markov chain of 1,000,000 steps and a 

dememorization process of 1,000,000 steps. 

 

Pan-MHC graph creation. We modeled our graph creation approach on that of the HPRC73. 

The HPRC’s bioinformatic method, called Minigraph-Cactus workflow, includes a graph creation 

process that is extremely robust and computationally efficient. However, we found that it 

produced suboptimal alignments in complex regions within the MHC. This was especially 

pronounced in the C4 region, where CNVs are extremely common, clinically relevant, and 

difficult to properly align to the reference which only contains one copy of the long isoform of 

each gene. Challenging alignments are also present in other highly variable regions of the MHC, 

which might hinder proper SV calling in downstream applications. Therefore, we altered the 

Minigraph-Cactus workflow, replacing the minigraph SV graph generation and alignment step 

with end-to-end Anchorwave74 (version 1.2.1) alignments with custom adaptation to properly 

connect the alignment outputs to cactus_consolidate. 
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Similar to Minigraph-Cactus, we generate an output ‘full graph’ containing all nodes and edges 

from every component sample. We also generate an analysis set, which clips nodes >10kb that 

are not part of the reference and nodes that are not supported by at least 2 component 

haplotigs (d2 analysis set). 

 

Graph-based short read alignment and variant calling. We aligned short reads from Illumina 

paired-end sequencing to the graph with Giraffe (vg 1.49.0)56. We generated Giraffe indices 

from the d2 analysis set with a maximum node size limited to 100 bp, which we found slightly 

improves alignment and variant calling relative to the default node size of 1024 bp. 

 

We surjected alignments from graph space to linear space (GRCh38 chr6 reference) with vg56. 

Next, we left aligned the bam alignments with bamleftalign (freebayes75 version 1.3.6) and 

realigned indels with abra276 (version 2.24). We trained a custom DeepVariant48 (version 1.5.0) 

model using truth calls from the NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) Genome 

in a Bottle (GIAB) release 4.2.1 for HG006 based on alignments to our graph genome, then 

called small variants using our custom model. We normalized small variants with bcftools77 

(version 1.17). 

 

Public datasets for short-read variant calling. For training models and validation of short-

read variant calls, we obtained high-confidence variant calls, short reads, and PacBio HiFi reads 

from the NIST GIAB samples NA12878 (HG001) and NA24694 (HG006). We used version 4.2.1 

of the high-confidence variant calls for training and evaluation of our variant calling methods. 

 

112 of our 120 samples (Supp. Table 1) were cell lines from the 1000 Genomes Project. For 

these 112 samples, we obtained paired-end short reads for the MHC region from the 30× depth 

WGS reads generated by Byrska-Bishop et al.53. We extracted short reads from the aligned 

CRAM files that mapped to the MHC region on chr6, HLA allele sequences, or MHC alt 

haplotypes. 

 

Data reuse statement for 1000 Genomes: 

https://www.internationalgenome.org/data-portal/data-collection/30x-grch38 

 

Linear reference-based short read alignment and variant calling. We aligned short reads to 

the GRCh38 chr6 reference, excluding alts, with BWA-MEM57. We called variants with 

DeepVariant48 using the WGS built-in model. 

 

Control region. We defined a control genomic region around the HOXA gene cluster: 

chr7:25296538-29630479. We find that this region exhibits high conservation across primates 

(as measured by the “30 mammals conservation by PhastCons (27 primates)” track on the 

UCSC GenomeBrowser which can be added by clicking “Cons 30 Primates” under the 

“Comparative Genomics” heading), exhibits low repeats (as measured by the “RepeatMasker” 

track on the UCSC Genome Browser), and has a GC content similar to MHC. 
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